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Memories of an “Old School Biker”
I’m writing this in a pretty good mood other than I didn’t get
the job I needed because the company doctor flunked me on the
physical. Funny how I can work part time in a motorcycle shop and
stoop, bend, squat, sometimes get on the floor, lift heavy things
etc. I lost most of my savings when I retired early due to the IRS,
a bad accident in August 7, 2017 where I tried to fly without wings
after hitting a culvert. I was in the MED in Memphis for 11 days.
They kept me quiet by keeping me chilled with lots of dilaudid. I
had Obama Care which held me holding the bag for what it didn’t
pay. The MED in Memphis was out of network but came in network
right after I was dismissed. They did cut me a deal on the hospital.
The ambulance company does balance billing where they do not
accept the allowed insurance payment, and the damn doctors at UT
medical are like vultures. But as always I will find a way. The bike
shop just all of a sudden got slow so I am looking for a job.
Enough of my problems in that area. My 81 FXS had to have a
new battery and a little fiddling on the timing with the old Mallory
single fire ignition. Its running like a saint now. My Sporty needs
a new Voes switch I believe. Also I rode home 20 miles in a rain
storm recently and it started cutting out and dying. When it sat for
a few minutes and the engine heat dried out it would start again so I
limped home. It’s always something around here.
It has been a nice fall for the most part. On Sunday my friend for
50 years and I found time to ride the ridge we live on, its in North
East Arkansas and its named Crowley’s Ridge after some of the
early settlers. On both sides of the ridge it is flat, west just fields, flat
delta on the east. Lots of rice and cotton grown all the way to the
Mississippi river. When I used to ride the 60 miles to the steel mill I
have had crop dusters shower me with Cotton defoliate, headaches
and nose bleeds are common symptoms. The bugs are thick as shit
and one way requires your windshield or helmet visor to be cleaned.
I love to ride in cool weather. Put on a hoodie, jacket and my cut and
I’m snug as a bug.
Weathers turning now and it is so beautiful here. We have some
great back roads that wind all over the ridge. Trees are turning
colors now and its beyond description how beautiful is in the fall
sunshine. I am in heaven when I’m out riding,all my problems just
fade away and I feel so free and glad to be alive, even after three
bad crashes. When a strong low pressure comes through all my old
broken bones hurt like hell. I just tough it out and keep on going. I
have a lot of pain because Ive broken both shoulders, both wrists,
about every rib, my left hip, and my left ankle. Nothing is gonna
keep me off my bikes. Motorcycles have always been my love since
I was 12 years old and my dad bought me a Honda 90 which I rode
the shit out of.
I’ve been through a lot of crap in my life and I’ve learned a lot about the
lifestyle I chose. I still make mistakes which sometimes almost lead to
getting my ass whipped by an Ex Brother at a benefit at their clubhouse.
I admitted I screwed up and apologized and all was well after that. If you
screw up always be upfront and honest and it will earn you respect. I’m in a
Red and Gold support club now and I have to say my Big Brothers are really
good to me. I do what I can do when I can do it. I really miss being in a 1%
club but in my shape I just couldn’t hold up with the pace anymore. Riding
side by side with a lot of bikes at 90 miles an hour is exciting, but now I
usually ride alone or with my chapter to events. We try to make all the local
events we can and also the runs for our Big Brothers. I have to say that
partying these days is much more orderly than the old days. It was wild and
wooly back then, going to a place in the country and drinking like a fish.
Ive done a lot of things I don’t remember the next day but everyone else will
never let me live them down. It was great, I couldn’t ever be anything but
what I am, a biker.
I grew up with the old Harley’s and to this day I love getting on a pan or
my Shovel and riding. God the feeling of these old machines is so good
and I feel like Im back in my younger days. New Harley’s are beautiful and
ride so sweet but I think if I ever wanted to buy another bike it would be a
103 Twin Cam. I see the dyno results at the shop and the M8 has a way to
go performance wise although they are very smooth and dependable after

a couple years working the bugs out. I see on the horizon Harley making
some big changes, changes that will in my opinion take them away from
their roots, their history, and their desirability from old bikers like myself.
Don’t get me wrong Indian has shown what can be done with their new
overhead cam twins like the Scout and the FTR 1200. I’ll just stay with my
shovel and my sporty for a while. I don’t see myself ever parting with my
shovel.
A lot of us old guys are moving on to eternity and its great some younger
folks are following in our footsteps as I did when I was wet behind the ears
a long, long time ago. I’ve lost so many friends and Brothers and I know the
reaper is gonna come my way one day. I hope I die on my motorcycle.
I do not want a funeral, just whoever wants to take my last ride and have
a party somewhere. I would like my ashes spread in the Mojave Desert
because I always loved riding through it at night. The stars are so bright
and beautiful, I always feel a presence there. Maybe its the Great Spirit and
things become crystal clear and calming, like something supernatural is
telling me not to worry, just try and live in balance. I used to have a bad
temper but with age and good meds, LOL, I really don’t get angry much any
more. Don’t get me wrong, if you cross me I’m not just gonna stand there
and take it. And when you are my age and beat up as I am there is no such
thing as a fair fight. Like the old western movie it was said, The rules are
that there ain’t no rules.
Things are changing a lot these days, old relations sometimes go south and
people you used to ride with go a different path and we are divided. We
are always under the watch of a super armed Police force. They want us to
be done away with. Bikers are one of the last groups who live free and just
want to be left alone. Because of a few bad apples we are all lumped in a
category called gangs. Motorcycle clubs have never been gangs, too much
fake TV shows make those who don’t understand the truth believe this
garbage. Besides all this I know we will prevail eventually. Our patriotic
spirit and love of what we do and who we are cannot not be extinguished.
Club member or motorcycle enthusiasts all know how valuable the wind in
our faces and the throbbing of the engine is.
We need to get it together. The cops need to go after the real gangs
and other criminal elements, get their heads straight on who is the real
problem, it is not us.
Ride safe, dress warm, and enjoy this great season. Soon it will be
Thanksgiving and then Christmas, I sure do need new boots. Much love
and respect and see you on the road.
Snowman
DeadHeadBiker@Live.com
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LINCOLN’S
THOUGHTS
A Tribute To A Great Man
Written By Lincoln

IN THE SPIRIT OF THE
CHRISTMAS SEASON AND
FAMILY
I grew up with the Allegheny National forest as my
backyard and when I say backyard,I mean that our
farm’s property literally bordered the Allegheny
National Forest. I loved walking or riding my horse
through the woods exploring new places, and actually
got lost twice in my own “Backyard”.
My love of the forest came from my father, Paul
Morgan. Let me tell you, He is one tough man. As
a young man he enlisted in the army and became a
paratrooper. He carried this skill with him into his
career with the U. S. Forestry Department by jumping
into forests to fight the big fires. Dad would volunteer to
go fight fires in California, West Virginia, and all up &
down the west coast.
Believe me, He would come home with some hilarious
stories. While fighting one fire in West Virginia he
told us how they had to jump into a very dense and
unpopulated area of the Monongahela National Forest.
After dad and his crew landed and got out of their
parachutes they were making their way into position
to start fighting the fire. While walking through the
woods they came across a group of actual West Virginia
Hillbillies that hadn’t had contact with outsiders for
some time. He told of how they not only welcomed
the smoke jumpers but shared some mighty potent
moonshine, and a wild time was had by all!
But that was my dad, He could be friends with anyone
and treated everyone like they were a new story to learn
about. He would occasionally go to Quantico to advance
his knowledge of the laws. This led him to being on
patrol in the parks and campgrounds. He was so loved
by the people who came back year after year that if
a problem arose, Some would ask for Paul and only
comply after they talked with him.

My dad’s duties varied tremendously. He supervised
timber sales, oil leases, and parks and campgrounds.
He was also a talented Sawyer. One year he was chosen
to cut down the Christmas tree that went to the White
House. We got to watch him on TV while he cut that
60’ plus tree. We were all so proud. When the floods
hit one year he had to go out in boats to dive into the
water to release the picnic tables that were chained to
the ground. During below 0 degrees winter days he
would drive a snowmobile miles and miles through the
forests to be able to accomplish his duties, and even
snowshoeing to certain parts in rugged terrain.
No matter what his duty entailed, He embraced each
one as an adventure. Instead of complaining or whining,
Dad would come home with hilarious stories that would
make us all laugh. Whether he had fallen head first into
a snow embankment or fallen out of a boat or being
chased by a bear, He had a way of turning everything
into a fantastic, funny adventure.
Watching my father and mother as I grew up taught me
my work ethics, My kindness to people, My kindness
to animals, My love of adventure and to not be afraid
of anything. And if you were afraid, Just put your head
down and run right at it! I remember being a bit of a
wild child a few times and this is what my father told
me...
“You can have a lot of fun without hurting anyone or
damaging other peoples’ property.”I took this to heart
and although I continue to be a bit of a “Wild Child,” I
will always keep this advice close to my heart.
I feel I must add one little piece to this. My dad is an
amazing man but I must also give credit to my awesome
Mother (that could be another cool story to tell, Mom.)
Every day about 30 minutes before my dad would get
home from work, My mother would go fix her hair and
make-up. I asked her why she did this and she told me
“That is what a women does for her hard working man.”
Now mind you, She also worked hard outside of the
home so don’t go thinking she was a stay at home mom.
But to hear her say that showed me how much they love
each other.

The oil leases in the forest were also one of his areas to
patrol. The same thing happened here as he was even
revered by the oil people he was sent out to inspect. He
Thank you mom and dad for being the kind of parents a
didn’t rush in and write tickets or fine them right off the daughter can look up to.
bat, He would sit down and talk to them so they would
Love you both, xxxx oooo
work out a solution using common sense, Not just a
rules and regulations book of laws. Dad found friends in
unconventional ways.
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Glock 45 Duty Gun Review
BY: Richard Nance

The 9mm Glock 45
sets the standard
for police pistols.
It’s highly modular
to fit any shooter
and comes with
special touches like
a polygonal barrel
for better accuracy.
Glock pistols
have long been
the sidearm of choice for the American police forces for a number
of reasons. Glocks are easy to operate and maintain, but even more
importantly, they are reliable enough to count on when lives are on the
line. It doesn’t hurt that Glocks are relatively inexpensive compared to
metal-framed pistols and durable, making them a popular choice for
police departments with constrained budgets.
Depending on which stats you believe, about 65 percent of U.S. police
officers have a Glock on their hip. During my 22-year law enforcement
(LE) career, I’ve never carried any other pistol on duty. When I became
a gun writer, anything that wasn’t a Glock felt foreign to me.
I like Glocks for their point-and-shoot simplicity. There’s no external
safety or decocker to contend with. This may not seem like a big deal,
but under duress, these seemingly mundane tasks can be surprisingly
difficult. In my view, the simpler your gun is to operate, the better,
especially given the limited firearms training many officers receive.
As a rookie in 1997, I was issued a 9mm Glock 17. Since then, I’ve
carried a Glock 22 in .40 S&W and a Glock 21, a .45 ACP version of
Gaston Glock’s oft-imitated design. My latest-issue sidearm is again a
9mm, but this time it’s not the Glock 17.
A New Partner
After about 15 years of service, my department’s Gen3 Glocks were
deserving of a retirement. Of course, when a cop retires, their spot
is filled with a new recruit. In this case, the recruit was to be a Gen5
Glock.
First, we conducted testing and evaluation of the Glock 17 and 19. The
G17 is a full-sized pistol with a 4.5-inch barrel and a magazine capacity
of 17 rounds. The G19 is a compact pistol with a 4-inch barrel and a
15-round magazine. Just as my agency was about to purchase these
pistols for our officers, Glock introduced the G45, which is essentially a
hybrid of the G17 and G19.
The Glock 45 incorporates the G17’s fulllength grip, making it an 18-round pistol
with the chamber loaded and takes the G19length barrel, making it a hair faster out of
the holster. The combination of longer grip
Glock designers combined the best and shorter barrel/slide assembly makes
elements of the G17 and G19 pistols for a well-balanced pistol Ultimately, after
to craft the G45. It could be the best shooting the G45 side by side with the G17
duty gun yet.
and G19, about 95 percent of our officers
chose the newcomer. Although many couldn’t articulate why, I thought
it just felt better than the other two 9mm Glocks and the larger Glock
21 that we were transitioning from. But, the G45 isn’t a perfect fit for all
LE applications.
The Glock 45’s full-size grip makes concealment more of a challenge
than with the compact G19 grip. For plain-clothes detectives, officers
working in an undercover capacity or for off-duty carry, the G19 is the

more sensible choice. Small-handed officers also preferred the G19’s
shorter grip.
The few officers on my department
who chose the G19 over the G45 did
so based on these criteria. One officer
with rather large hands went with the
G17 because he preferred the longer
barrel.

GEN5’s Modus Operandi
The Glock 45 has all the features of Gen5 Glock pistols, including a
Glock Marksman barrel, which is based on the polygonal barrel design
for enhanced accuracy. The pistol’s slide sports front slide serrations
for better purchase during loading and unloading, malfunction clearing
or press checking to ensure there is a round in the chamber.
The G45 features a
loaded-chamber indicator,
allowing the operator to
confirm whether a round is
chambered by observing and
feeling the extractor protrude
from the slide. This tactile
confirmation that the pistol is
loaded may come in handy
For a “standard” duty gun, the G45 is highly modular to
in a darkened environment.
fit any shooter and comes with special touches like a
The barrel and slide assembly
polygonal barrel for better accuracy, improved stippling,
forward serrations on the slide and an undercut triggerguard are finished with Glock’s
for a higher grip.
proprietary nDLC finish for
better durability, reliability and corrosion resistance.
The polymer frame is equipped
with an ambidextrous slide-stop
lever, which is a welcomed feature
for left-handed shooters or perhaps
even more so, shooters relegated to
shooting one-handed due to injury.
The magazine catch is reversable.
The flared magwell facilitates
smooth and efficient reloads
without adding bulk, which could hinder concealment. It comes with
standard backstraps in two sizes, as well as two beavertail backstraps,
allowing for a highly customizable grip. A mounting rail allows for the
addition of a light, which is critically important for duty pistol.
Of course, like all Glock pistols, the Glock 45
features the Safe Action System (SAS) that’s
comprised of a trigger safety,firing pin safety
and drop safety. The SAS provides a measure
of safety without requiring the operator to
deactivate a thumb or grip safety. All three
safeties disengage as the trigger is pulled and re-engage when the
trigger is reset.
Our officers are thrilled with their new G45 pistols. Both qualification
scores and officer confidence have skyrocketed. Our agency purchased
the model with Ameriglo Bold night sights, which were a hit. On a duty
pistol, nights sights are a must, and the Ameriglo sights are easy to see
in daylight thanks to the bright orange front-sight dot. In low light,
tritium inserts in the front and rear glow for fast sight acquisition and
accurate aiming.
Continued on Page 7
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Glock 45 Continued from Page 6
Admittedly, there were a few officers who were
skeptical of the G45’s 9mm chambering, especially
given that we had been issuing the .45 ACP
G21. However, they were soon won over by the
ergonomics, magazine capacity and most of all,
the controllability of the 9mm. Even the firearms
instructor cadre were impressed, and that’s really
saying something.
While the sights are
standard Glock, they can
easily be swapped out.

The overwhelming sentiment was that the Glock
45 was the most well-balanced gun the officers had
ever shot, and I couldn’t agree more. Having the
full sized, customizable grip allows officers to get a solid, comfortable
purchase on the pistol. Not surprisingly, our female officers and even
our male officers with smaller hands commented that the G45 fit their
hands much better than the G21.
These days, many police agencies realize the
importance of setting their officers up for success
by equipping them with a pistol that fits their hand.
This is a great first step toward ensuring shooting
proficiency. Even from a liability mitigation
standpoint, a perspective all too familiar with police
administrators, it makes sense to issue guns with
grip options rather than default to the one-size-fitsall approach.
How good is the G45? Not
only did the pistol impress

I’m no engineer, but I suspect the fact that the G45 the author, fellow officers
shot the gun better than
is so often referred to as “well balanced” has a lot to any other Glock.
do with the compact slide having less reciprocating
mass as compared to the full-length G17 slide. Coupled with the fulllength grip, less felt recoil is encountered. That’s the impression we
were left with.
Impressive Start

I ran my department-issued G45 at a recent
five-day firearms instructor course and came
away rather impressed. Not only were there
no malfunctions, despite adverse weather
conditions including heat, 100-percent
humidity and a driving rain, but the standardsized grip also felt just right in my hands and
the texturing helped lock the pistol in place,
despite the moisture.
It was easy to keep the pistol on target when
firing multiple rounds, and it was intuitive
The grip frame has quality
to shoot when transitioning from one target
ergonomics and confident stipling.
to another. In fact, I feel this is the biggest
advantage the G45 has over the G17 and G19.
To test the accuracy of the Glock 45, I sat at a metal bench and rested
my arms atop a range bag, while bracing the pistol on a cardboard
ammo box.
During the customary 25-yard testing, I obtained impressive albeit
not surprising results with ammo ranging from the departmentissued Hornady Critical Duty 135-grain load to economically priced
training ammo. Testing consisted of five five-shot groups. Of the ammo
available, the Critical Duty produced the best results with a best group
of 1.36 inches and averaging 2.56 inches.

Accuracy is the average of five five-shot groups at 25 yards from a rest. Velocities are the average of five
shots measured with an Oehler Model 35P chronograph set 12 feet from the muzzle.

It’s no coincidence that my agency and many others switched to Critical
Duty after it was adopted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The
load is accurate, reliable and performs well in terminal ballistic testing
in both bare gelatin, meant to replicate human tissue, and through

intermediate barriers like sheet metal, plywood, wallboard and vehicle
glass.
Hornady’s 147-grain Custom XTP also proved plenty accurate, turning
in a 2.56-inch best group and a 2.9-inch average. Fiocchi’s 115-grain
FMJ printed its best group at 3.07 inches, with a total group average of
3.49 inches. Winchester’s white-box FMJ, which my department uses
for training, produced a 3.69-inch best group and an average group size
of 4.4 inches.
It’s important to test a duty gun and ammo for compatibility. Since I’ve
never heard of an officer-involved shooting taking place from a bench at
25 yards, a more realistic barometer is probably how fast, accurate and
reliably an officer can hit the target inside of 10 yards. According to Law
Enforcement Officer Killed and Assaulted (LEOKA) stats, half of the
officers killed by gunfire are within this distance from the suspect when
shot. This is where the G45 really shines. The recoil impulse is very
manageable, allowing for the delivery of rapid and accurate fire.
The Verdict
As a veteran police firearms instructor and gun writer, I’m not often
wowed by a new pistol. Most are “different” more than they are “better.”
However, I couldn’t help but be impressed with the Glock 45. Not only
was I able to shoot it better than any other Glock, so were our officers.
As the saying goes, “The proof is in the pudding.”
In this case, the “pudding” was improved qualification scores and
increased officer confidence. Officers who tended to struggle with
the G21 shot surprisingly well with the G45. This was not a result of
additional training but rather a better designed, user-friendly pistol
chambered in a more manageable caliber. As a LE duty pistol, I can’t
recommend the Glock 45 highly enough.

GLOCK G45
TYPE: Striker-fired, semiautomatic
CARTRIDGE: 9mm
CAPACITY: 17+1 rds.
BARREL: 4.02 in.
OVERALL LENGTH: 7.44 in.
WEIGHT: 21.73 oz.
GRIP: Stippled polymer, three backstrap options
FINISH: Glock nDLC
TRIGGER: 4 lbs., 5 oz.
SIGHTS: Polymer
MSRP: $647 (Gallery of Guns)
MANUFACTURER: Glock, us.glock.com
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2020 SUZUKI C50, C50T,
M109R B.O.S.S. FIRST
LOOK PREVIEW
New paint schemes highlight Suzuki’s 2020 V-twin cruiser lineup
By Tyler Greenblatt

floorboards for the rider and buckhorn handlebars that produce a
comfortable touring or cruising dynamic.

Suzuki’s lineup of heavyweight cruisers returns for 2020 with three classic models, all with
new color schemes.

Suzuki returns its full-size cruiser favorites for 2020
with the same great features and all-new paint schemes.
Starting with the Boulevard C50 with its classic heavy-duty
cruiser styling and fuel-injected, 45-degree, 805cc powerplant,
Suzuki now offers it in Candy Daring Red and Glass Sparkle Black
paint with new graphics. The torquey, single-overhead-cam
V-twin breathes through dual exhaust pipes and transmits power
to the 15-inch rear wheel via a five-speed tranny and shaft drive.
The tried-and-true 805cc
V-twin powers the C50
platform with Suzuki Dual
Throttle Valve (SDTV)
electronic fuel injection
which maintains optimum air
velocity in the intake tract for
consistent low- and midrange
In addition to Candy Daring Red, the C50 is also
available in Glass Sparkle Black. Both colors have torque. The Auto Fast Idle
System (AFIS) automatically
new graphics.
sets the throttle valve for
cold-weather starting by monitoring coolant temperature and
adjusting the throttle valve accordingly. A 3-D mapped digital
ignition system with throttle position sensor also helps optimize
torque.

The venerable, 109-inch V-twin-powered M109R is also back for 2020 with all-new two-tone color and
graphics schemes, like Pearl Glacier White/Glass Sparkle Black shown here.

With 109 inches of tire-roasting V-twin power, Suzuki’s
venerable power cruiser, the M109R B.O.S.S. also returns for
model year 2020 with two new paint schemes. Riders can choose
between Pearl Glacier White/Glass Sparkle Black or Metallic Oort
Gray/Glass Sparkle Black, both of which come with contrasting
graphics. And that B.O.S.S. part? That stands for Blacked Out
Special Suzuki, which adds a host of blacked-out components to
the original M109R in addition to a clear taillight and turn signal
lenses.
M109R owners won’t have to worry about their bark being
louder than their bite with 2020’s new graphics as the 109-inch
V-twin is still one of the largest in the motorcycle and automotive
world based on the 4.40-inch aluminum alloy piston
size. The 1,783cc liquid-cooled engine has a 54-degree cylinder
angle and four valves per cylinder.
The cylinders are lined with Suzuki Composite Electrochemical
Material (SCEM) for optimum heat transfer characteristics,
reduced weight, and a tighter piston-to-cylinder clearance.

Although the C50 might have that custom hardtail frame look,
it sports a complete hidden, link-style rear shock connected to a
truss-style swingarm good for 4.1 inches of travel. A telescopic
fork with 33 degrees of rake sports a solid 5.5 inches of travel.
A 27.6-inch seat height keeps the rider low and in control for
extra confidence on the full-size cruiserwhile a wide passenger
seat perched high on the fender provides plenty of comfort and
visibility from the back. A hydraulic disc brake up front and a
drum in the rear provide all necessary stopping power to the
chrome, spoked 16-inch front and 15-inch rear wheels.

The C50T is Suzuki’s long-hauler version
of the cruising-spec C50 and it comes in
a new Metallic Oort Gray paint scheme.

Also making its return for 2020 is the
C50T, the full-dress touring version of
the C50. The T model gets an all-new
Metallic Oort Gray paint scheme with
new tank graphics. The C50T sports
a classically styled windshield, wide
studded rider and passenger seats, a
studded backrest, and a set of studded
leather-texture, locking saddlebags.
Both models run forward-mounted

The M109R comes exclusively in B.O.S.S. trim, which stands for Blacked Out Special Suzuki.
Even more darkness is available in Metallic Oort Gray/Glass Sparkle Black shown here.

Continued on Page 9
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Texas Rider & Music News Magazine also wishes to Thank All Our Friends, Content
Contributors and Marvelous Readers, Wishing Them and All of their families a
Merry Christmas, a Wonderful, Joyous and Prosperous New Year in 2020.
We also wish to Thank our Generous Sponsors for All their Support, without them
we would Not be able to bring you this Great Publication.

Gregory
Enterprises

FULL THROTTLE
CUSTOM CYCLES

2020 Suzuki c50 Continued from Page 8
Fuel injection is controlled with Suzuki Dual Throttle Valve (SDTV)
system and a pair of 56mm throttle bodies that breathe
through a three-piece, 9.5-liter airbox with dual filters. The engine’s
Suzuki Advanced Sump System (SASS) is a compact, dry-sump
lubrication system that lowers engine height,crankshaft position,
and therefore center of gravity. Engine height is also lowered
thanks to the two-stage cam design that allows for a more compact
cylinder head. The whole thing is transferred through a five-speed
transmission and low-maintenance shaft drive.

2020 Suzuki Boulevard C50 / C50T Specifications
PRICE
ENGINE
BORE x STROKE
COMPRESSION RATIO
FUEL DELIVERY
CLUTCH
TRANSMISSION/FINAL DRIVE
FRAME
FRONT SUSPENSION
REAR SUSPENSION
FRONT BRAKE
REAR BRAKE
WHEELS, FRONT/REAR
TIRES, FRONT/REAR
RAKE/TRAIL
WHEELBASE
SEAT HEIGHT
FUEL CAPACITY
CLAIMED CURB WEIGHT
WARRANTY
AVAILABLE
CONTACT

$8,299 / $9,599
805cc, SOHC, liquid-cooled 45° V-twin; 8-valve
83.0 x 74.4mm
9.4:1
Fuel injection
Wet multi-plate type
5-speed/shaft
Steel double cradle
Telescopic coil-spring fork; 5.5-in. travel
Link-type coil-spring shock adjustable
for spring preload; 4.1-in. travel
Hydraulic disc
Drum
Spoke-style; 16-in. / 15-in.
TBD; 130/90-16 / 170/80-15
33.0°/5.4 in.
65.2 in.
27.6 in.
4.1 gal.
611 lb. / 644 lb.
12 months, limited
TBD
suzukicycles.com

The M10R’s overall stance screams dragstrip performance thanks
to the 240-class rear tire and blacked-out inverted cartridge fork
with 5.1 inches of travel. The cast aluminum-alloy swingarm is
modulated via a progressive linkage and single rear shock absorber
with preload adjustability. A 5.2-gallon fuel tank (4.9 gallons on
California models) provides plenty of juice to the big engine while
the drag bars on short pullback risers allow for plenty of cruising
comfort. The whole package comes to a halt with a pair of dualpiston radial calipers on floating rotors up front and a dual-piston
caliper in the rear.
2020 Suzuki M109R B.O.S.S. Specifications
PRICE
ENGINE
BORE x STROKE
COMPRESSION RATIO
FUEL DELIVERY
CLUTCH
TRANSMISSION/FINAL DRIVE
FRAME
FRONT SUSPENSION
REAR SUSPENSION
FRONT BRAKE
REAR BRAKE
WHEELS, FRONT/REAR
TIRES, FRONT/REAR
RAKE/TRAIL
WHEELBASE
SEAT HEIGHT
FUEL CAPACITY
CLAIMED CURB WEIGHT
WARRANTY
AVAILABLE
CONTACT

$15,199
1,783cc, DOHC, liquid-cooled 54° V-twin; 8-valve
112.0 x 90.5mm
10.5:1
Fuel injection w/ 56mm throttle bodies
Wet multi-plate type
5-speed/shaft
Steel double cradle
46mm inverted telescopic coil-spring fork;
5.1-in. travel
Link-type coil-spring shock adjustable for spring
preload; 4.6-in. travel
2-piston calipers, dual discs
2-piston caliper, disc
18-in. / 18-in.
TBD; 120/70R-18 / 240/40R-18
31.0°/4.9 in.
67.3 in.
27.8 in.
5.2 gal. (4.9 gal. CA)
764 lb.
12 months, limited
TBD
suzukicycles.com
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Dallas - Fort Worth
Business and Events
2616 E. Bellnap St.
Fort Worth Tx.
Phone: 817-831-3835
E-mail: fuel2dot0@gmail.com
Monday night football drinks specials for the game
Tuesday - Texas hold ‘em and Mayan watch party
Wednesday - Open Mic starts at 8pm with drink specials
Thursday - Bike Night $2 Lone Star, $2 PBR, $3 Fireball
Friday - Karaoke starts at 8pm
Daily drink and food specials, poker nights, weekly events and
always a good time!

EVERYONE WECOME!
Your best little local dive!

2019 Dallas Holiday Parade
December 7th

Join us for the 33rd Annual Dallas Holiday Parade as we
march down Commerce Street and through Downtown Dallas,
And join us at Main Street Gardens for the 3rd Annual Dallas
Holiday Festival! 7:00am-3:00pm

Best Burgers in East Fort Worth!
Check us out on Facebook for daily happenings,
search “Friends of Fuel 2.0 Bar & Grill

Fort Worth Weekly
Critic’s Choice
“Best of 2017”

The 6TH Annual 12 Bars of Charity is BACK! The event is a friendly
competition between (8) local charities. The charities are split up into
“teams” and all assigned a “team color”. Participants will pick the charity
they want to support and receive...
- A Charity TEAM Color Long Sleeve shirt
- $15 donation to the charity of your choice
- FREE Shuttle Rides to take you to All the Bars
- Drink Specials at All the Bars
- Free Admission at All the Bars
Finally, a charity event where you don’t have to break the bank, attend an
expensive dinner or best of all run 5 miles. So, round up a group of friends,
pick a charity to support and get signed up for the 12 Bars of Charity! More
info “12 Bars of Charity on Facebook or www.12barsofcharity.com

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2019 AT 2 PM – 6 PM
DALLAS, TEXAS

THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE IN DEEP ELLUM THIS YEAR!

PARTICIPATING CHARITIES TEAMS
• Alzheimer’s Association, Dallas & Northeast Chapter
• Autism Speaks Dallas/Ft. Worth
• Dallas DogRRR - Rescue.Rehab.Reform
• Dallas Margarita Society
• Ronald McDonald House of Dallas
• SPCA of Texas
• The Dudes
• The Family Place

Your Ad Goes Here

Email us at, RiderandMusicNews@gmail.com

or Call Today 210-216-9953

SUPERCROSS NATIONALS ROUND #8
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 22, 2020
7:00 PM CST
Tickets start at $25

AT&T Stadium
One AT&T Way, Arlington, TX
FOR MORE INFORMATION, www.SuperCrossLive.com
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Sunday, February 16, 2020 the 12th Annual
Texas Scooter Times Motorcycle Expo & Swap
Meet will be held in the Exhibits Building in
Fort Worth’s Will Rogers Memorial Center.
For the past several years it’s been our Best Show of
the Year with New & Used Parts Bargains, Leather
& Jewelry Vendors, Knives & Knife Sharpener, Lady
Rider Vendors, and all sorts of stuff from Close Outs
to Out of Season Deals and Garage Clean Outs..
10am to 4pm with Vendor Move In at 6am. Adults
$8, Kids 5-12 & Active Military W/ID $5.
Poster up January 1st on www.texasscooter.com.
Vendor Reservations and Info:254-687-9066..
This show is directly across the street from Premier
Gun Shows LARGEST GUN SHOW IN TEXAS with over
1200 tables taking up the main Exhibit Hall - Come
and Make Both Shows.

BIKER HUMOR
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NEW LOCATION
6000 River Rd
New Braunfels, Texas
Hours 1:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Bubba’s Big Bike Night - Every Third Friday

It’s the Same Old School Bar in a New Better and Badder
Location, Come on out for a Ride along the River.
Ice Cold Beverages and a Great River View.
Live Music and Lot’s of Old and New Friends.

Gregory Enterprises

Serving San Antonio, New Braunfels & Hill Country areas since 1974
Put the Highest Profit Machines in your business with the Best Service

We have
internet, CD
or even
classic 45 rpm
jukeboxes

Email: satxneside@yahoo.com | Phone: 210 6515035

Great Food All Day, Lunch & Dinner
2980 East Loop 1604 South

Our Thursday Rockin’ Texas Bike Night @ Texas Pride BBQ
All Colors Clubs and Bikes and 4 Wheelers Welcome Family Friendly Fun Events

$2.50 Longneck Domestics • All Beer and Mixed Drinks on special

Lots of our Tasty Food Network Featured BBQ

Stop in to check our Live Music Schedule
A Locals Favorite Watering Hole
Biker Owned and Operated

18424 2nd St • San Antonio Tx • 210-651-5812

JP Ranken

For Info Call 210-649-3730
www.texaspridebbq.net

Biker Owned & Operated

MEMBER and Vice President of Cowboy Cartoonists International and 2012 AWA Cartoonist of the Year.
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CHRISTMAS
TRIVIA
Compiled By: Lincoln
1. Who played Buddy the Elf in the 2003 blockbuster?
______________

12. Where is the actual “Christmas Island” located?
_______________

2. What city did Miracle on 34th St take place?
______________

13. There are 365 days in a year, What day is Christmas on?
_________________

3. Name the little girl who befriends the Grinch?
________________

14. What is traditionally hidden in a Christmas pudding?
______________

4. What is Scrooge’s first name?
_______________

15. Who wrote “A Christmas Carol”?
______________

5. Name the 8 reindeer.
____________________________________________

16. What year was the Daisy Red Ryder BB Gun introduced?
______________

6. In Charles Dickens novel “A Christmas Carol”, What was the
name of Scrooge’s dead business partner?
_________________

17. What were Frosty’s last words?
________________

7. Who wrote Auld Lang Syne?
_______________
8. Who wrote “How the Grinch stole Christmas”?
______________
9. What is the French word for Christmas?
______________
10. What city did Kevin get lost in, in Home Alone 2?
________________
11. What is the chemical formula of snow?
________________

18. December 24th, 1814 ended what war?
________________
19. What river did General Washington cross on December 25th, 1776?
_________________
20. What president banned the Christmas tree from the White House?
________________
21. The Grinch is cuddly as a _____________
22. What do elves learn in school?
_________________
Answers on Page 23

BIKER HUMOR
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702 State Highway 16 South
Bandera, Texas 78003

3641Hwy 16 South
Bandera, Texas

Mon - Thurs 2pm to Midnight
Fri - Sat
Noon to 2am
Sunday
Noon to 10pm

Hours:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Noon to Midnight
Noon to Midnight
Noon to Midnight
Noon to Midnight
Noon to Midnight
Noon to 1am
Noon to Midnight

Huge Live Music Venue
“Biker Owned and Operated”
Food Truck

LIVE MUSIC WEEKENDS IN THE DANCE HALL
TUESDAY POOL TOURNAMENT 7PM
WEDNESDAY LADIES NIGHT $3.50 WELL DRINKS
W/ LIVE MUSIC 6 TO 9PM
TACO/BURRITO/NACHO BAR - By Gringo’s Burritos

15% Discount to Active Military, Veterans and First Responders

(830) 460-0602 • www.bootandsaddlesaloon.com

Friday Ladies Night “Beer Specials and DJ”

• Wednesday Night Pool Tournament
• Friday Live Music
4 pool Tables! Darts! Ice Cold Bottle
and Draft Beer! Wine! Set-Ups!
Primitive Camping and Self Contained
RV’s Welcome

TWIN SISTERS DANCE HALL, BLANCO, TEXAS - DEC. 6 & 7, 2019
WESTERN SWING, COUNTRY, OLD TIME, CREOLE TEXAS, POLISH, TEJANO, SON HAUSTECO, AND MORE

Turning Dreams into Reality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harley Davidson Interval Services
Engine Performance Modifications
Full Customization
Insurance Claims
Parts & Accessories
Drag Specialty, Tucker Rocky,
Kuryakyn Dealer and more…
Tires & Wheels
Custom Exhaust
LED Lighting
Towing & Emergency Service
Authorized Harley Davidson
Extended Warranty Work

All Services Performed By Certified Technicians

Like us and check out our reviews on Facebook

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00AM-6:00PM Saturday 9:00AM - 3:00PM

10610 Gulfdale St. • San Antonio, TX 78216
210-437-3614
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JP Ranken

MEMBER and Vice President of Cowboy Cartoonists International and 2012 AWA Cartoonist of the Year.

Let Us Manage Your Promotions
Our Expert Team will Grow Your Business Fast

Do you have a Motorcycle, Music or Biker Friendly Business,
Product or Service
Why not have an experienced team of Bikers and Musicians
with over 17 years of Internet Marketing Experience
handle your current or new business marketing
We know the Target Market, and How to Attract Them to You

Contact us Today at: info@BestBikerBars.com
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2020 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
CVO STREET GLIDE FIRST
RIDE REVIEW
America’s most popular streetbike gets the CVO treatment
By Kevin Duke
What we’re talking about here is the coolest version of America’s most
popular large-displacement motorcycle, Harley-Davidson’s batwinged
juggernaut, the Street Glide. It’s been a top seller since it debuted in
2006 as a chopped and pared-down touring bike, and its charm to
V-twin cruiser enthusiasts never seems to fade. You’ll see more batwing
fairings in Sturgis than you’ll see bats in Austin, Texas.

than its 866-pound ready-to-ride mass (with its 6.0-gallon fuel tank
full) might suggest. A relatively short wheelbase ensures easy handling
in urban environments, and it can be hustled through twisty roads with
an alacrity that can surprise riders of sportier motorbikes. It’s very
nearly flickable, able to be precisely cranked to its 31/32-degree (left/
right) lean angles with confidence.

Baggers like the Street Glide have become the new “customs”—
platforms for personalization like paint, sound systems, and
high-end finish detailing. Harley’s Custom Vehicle Operations (CVO)
allows well-heeled aficionados to short-cut the process and buy a hotrod bagger straight off the showroom floor.

Riders desiring greater lean angles have the option of fitting the longer
rear dampers as equipped on the Electra Glide Ultra, which increases
available angles of dangle a few degrees and extends rear suspension
travel from 2.2 to 3.0 inches. The vast majority of SG customers,
however, prefer the slammed look.
The iconic batwing fairing cradles a Daymaker
Adaptive LED Headlamp that features 12
additional LEDs that project light into corners
based on the lean of the bike. It activates
in both high- and low-beam settings and is
augmented by an LED outer ring that operates
as a position lamp. The contoured windshield
slope on the CVO is much better at deflecting
wind than the basic piece on standard Street
Glides.

According to H-D’s PR flacks, the CVO Street Glide “is a pavementhugging, premium hot-rod bagger that combines muscular
performance, insane custom detailing, and an outrageous audio
system.” Other than the hyperbolic adjectives, we’re happy to report
that statement is mostly accurate.
Horsepower And Engine
The latest CVO Street Glide boasts the
117ci Milwaukee-Eight, an engine only
available in CVO models and the biggest
factory-installed engine available from
the MoCo. With a hulking 1,923cc of
brawn, torque is king, rated by H-D at
125 pound-feet of max twist.
The CVO Street Glide’s Milwaukee-Eight
is a thing of beauty, with sultry high-end
finishes everywhere you look. Note the
rich-looking Black Onyx and Smoked
Satin Chrome accents and the splash of
red across the cylinder heads. The open
element Ventilator air cleaner seen here
is distinct from the Heavy Breather intake
on the two other colorway options for the
CVO SG.

The 117 is a magnificent cruiser engine,
with gobs of torque available at a
whim, regardless of rpm. Bonus points
for throwing less heat on a rider than
Indian’s also-burly Thunder Stroke
motor. Clutch action is remarkably light,
and swapping gears is quite smooth.
Downshifts are eased by Harley’s new
drag-torque slip control, which handily
raises engine revs when the electronics
sense an excess of load through the
driveline.

Electronics Package

Brakes are another strong point of the Street Glide, boasting Brembo
four-piston calipers front and rear. The linked function operates only
above 25 mph to eliminate unexpected brake applications at low speeds
while operating seamlessly at higher velocities.
Storage Capacity
As a stripped-down touring bike, the Street Glide’s luggage capacity is
limited to the saddlebags that offer 2.4 cubic feet
of capacity. A popular way to expand touring capabilities is to purchase
H-D’s “four-point docking kit” (hardware mostly hidden) that enables
adding items such as a detachable Tour-Pak and sissy bar/backrest
options.
Touring riders will bemoan the Street Glide’s modest cargo room and
its diminutive rear suspension travel, but both those aspects are a
significant part of the SG’s appeal for riders who use their bikes mostly
locally.

This electronic slipper clutch of sorts is part of the H-D’s Reflex
Defensive Rider Systems (RDRS), which includes a cornering linked
braking system, cornering ABS, traction control, and a hill-holding
function. RDRS is standard equipment on CVO models and is available
as an option on H-D’s touring models.
All CVO Street Glides flaunt Fugitive cast
aluminum wheels, smoked mid-frame air
deflectors, billet fairing-mount mirrors and a
low-profile fuel tank console. This Premium
Sand Dune monotone finish with pearl topcoat
colorway is delivered with the Heavy Breather
air cleaner. Also available is a Smoky Gray and
Black Hole colorway.
The Street Glide’s neutral ergonomics are a strong point whether chasing horizons
or just a caffé Americano.

More standard technology is found in the H-D Connect service that
links CVOs to smartphones to monitor bike stats or be alerted to
tampering. A Bluetooth helmet headset is also delivered with the CVOs,
and this links to the stellar Boom! Box GTS infotainment system, which
is as good as moto audio gets. The instrumentation is attractive, but
some of the smaller numerals are difficult to read.
Handling And Brakes
This top-line Street Glide handles with the relative ease SGs have
become known for, responding like a machine that weighs much less

Price And Specifications
With an MSRP of a lofty $40,539, the CVO Street Glide certainly ain’t
cheap. However, if you added up the costs of all the upgrades over a
regular SG—like the hot-rodded motor, the exquisite finish detailing,
and the rich paintwork—it would cost much more to replicate it from a
regular SG. To H-D’s alpha-type CVO customers, it’s a relative bargain
compared to doing all the mods yourself.
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BEST GUN FOR
HOME DEFENSE:
CONSIDERING THE MSR
BY: Jeremy Stafford
Using an MSR for home
defense is lauded by some as
the perfect solution and reviled
by others as impractical and
dangerous. However, the truth
about using an AR for home
defense lies somewhere in
the middle.The use of rifles
for home defense is nothing new. America’s history is full of
instances where citizens have used everything from muskets to
lever guns to surplus M1 Garands to protect hearth and home.
At first glance, the Modern Sporting Rifle (MSR) has many
things going for it. It is reliable, accurate and easy to control. Its
modularity makes it ideal for everyone in the family to shoot. The
MSR is equally comfortable in the hands of a 6-foot tall man as it
is for a 5-foot tall woman. It is easy to outfit with everything from
white lights to infrared lasers that will work in tandem with your
$15,000 dual-tube white-phosphor night vision mounted to your
ballistic Ops Core lid.
Despite the MSR’s sheer adaptability, there are some myths
about using the MSR for home defense. Toss out what the guy at
the gun counter told you: the rounds fired from the MSR are no
more likely to over-penetrate than the rounds from a 9mm pistol.
The projectiles from the MSR are moving so fast and are so light
in weight that they tend to destabilize once hitting a wall, which
dumps all of its energy relatively quickly. In fact, the gun counter
guy’s tried and true .45 ACP ball ammo usually penetrates more
interior walls than a 55-grain 5.56 round.

If you’ve settled on an MSR for home defense, you’re looking to
get it set up. I always recommend starting with a carbine-length
barrel, as moving through a structure can be challenging. Also,
be sure to avoid compensators or muzzlebrakes, as those can
exacerbate the issues discussed above. Stick with a flash hider
so you’re not spitting fireballs out of your gun. The next thing to
think about is getting a light on the gun.
I have used SureFire Scout lights
personally and professionally for
many years, and they have never let
me down. Regardless of your brand
choice, make sure that you get the
brightest light you can. Blinding
yourself with too much light is a
myth proven wrong by multiple trainers and agencies. The more
useful light you have, the more things you can see. The more
things you can see, the better your decision making will be. It is
that simple. Make sure that you install the light as far forward as
you can comfortably activate it, and then practice using it.

Another myth to dispel is that the 5.56 round is not up to the
task of stopping a determined attacker. At home-defense ranges,
Besides a quality gun, a quality red-dot sight, a flashlight and a sling are must-haves for a
a round of 5.56 to the mid-thoracic area is absolutely effective,
defensive AR.
and with the controllability of the MSR, follow-up shots can be
delivered quickly and effectively if necessary. If you’re still not
Next on our list is an optic. For home defense, it’s hard to beat a
convinced that the 5.56 is capable enough, consider an alternative good red dot. Aimpoint has led the field for years, but depending
cartridge like the 6.5 Grendel, 6.8 SPC or .300 BLK. Each of these on your budget, there are alternates such as Trijicon, Vortex and
has proven to be effective.
SIG Sauer. I caution against going with an unknown brand of
optic for home defense. Holographic sights like the EOTech or
There are some downsides,
the Vortex UH-1 are also great for defensive use, but realize that
however, to using an MSR
unlike traditional red dots, you can’t just leave them on and grab
for home defense. First is the them when things go bump in the night. Because the laser diodes
prodigious muzzle blast from in holographic sights use energy at a much faster rate than the
most models. Those that are
diodes in traditional dots, turning on your sight when something
shaking their heads at this
wakes you up out of a sound sleep adds an additional layer to an
have likely never touched off already chaotic event.
a 5.56 in an enclosed space.
It is absolutely deafening and Last but not least in our “must-have” considerations is a quality
disorienting, and in the event sling. There are many great sling designs, but don’t go cheap.
that you still need to fight, move or communicate, it could be a
Honestly, the good ones don’t cost that much, and the last thing
distinct disadvantage.
you want to deal with in the middle of the night is an easily
preventable sling failure. Consider options from Blackhawk,
There are ways to mitigate this. First is a good suppressor. You
Galco, Blue Force Gear, Magpul, Viking Tactical, among others.
can also have a set of ear-pro next to your bed, but I know of very
few home defense scenarios that allow the defender to wake up,
figure out what’s going on, grab a rifle, put on their ear-pro and
Ultimately, one of the greatest strengths of the MSR is its
then head to the fight. So is this a deal breaker for using a carbine flexibility and adaptability. From a stripped-down retro blaster
for home defense? Maybe not, but it should factor in to your
to a full-blown modern fighting rifle with infrared aiming devices
decision making.
and the latest Cerakoted camo pattern, the MSR is a homedefense heavyweight.
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2021 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
BRONX STREETFIGHTER
PREVIEW
By Tyler GreenBlatt

Harley-Davidson’s newest street brawler packs a 975cc liquid-cooled punch.
It’s been more than a year since Harley-Davidson first teased
its development of an all-new motorcycle platform based on a
liquid-cooled V-twin Revolution Max engine. Now, two of those
motorcycles have taken that next step, with Harley officially
announcing their late-2020 launch as 2021 models: the Bronx
Streetfighter model and the Pan America adventure-touring model.
Deemed a “middleweight” motorcycle by The Motor Company,
the Bronx model uses the smaller 975cc version of the all-new
Revolution Max liquid-cooled engine that claims will make
more than 115 hp and more than 70 pound-feet of torque on the
production model. For those needing more oomph, the 1,250cc Pan
America adventure-tourer will produce more than 145 hp and 90
pound-feet of torque.
Those figures are achieved with
a 60-degree cylinder angle and
dual downdraft throttle bodies,
a feature most notably found on
Harley’s V-Rod family and the
Sportster XR1200. The narrow
engine sits as a stressed member
of the frame and features a
Harley’s 2021 Bronx streetfighter looks counterbalancer to reduce
like one of the sportiest bikes to ever roll
out of Milwaukee.

vibrations. Harley claims flexible performance throughout the rpm
range with a broad powerband and lots of high-rpm power.
To back its new performance motor, Harley turned to Brembo and
Michelin to develop all-new brake and tire solutions to keep all that
power in check. Brembo will be providing a new radial Monoblock
four-piston caliper with modern styling and classic Brembo
capability. All-new co-branded Michelin tires were created to match
the specific performance needs and requirements of the Bronx
streetfighter as well.
No price points or additional specs have been released as of now,
but everything should become available when the bike officially
launches in the US toward the end of 2020.

With its stressed-member engine mounted low in
the frame, agility in the twisties should be expected.

IF YOU’D LIKE TO RECEIVE OUR MAGAZINE
MAILED TO YOUR HOUSE,
WE ARE HAPPY TO MAIL YOU EACH NEW EDITION THE
WEEK THAT IT IS PRINTED.
WE JUST NEED TO COVER MINIMAL EXPENSE FOR
COST OF POSTAGE, ENVELOPE, CARD PROCESSING
FEE’S ETC.

$19.97 YEAR
SUBSCRIBE AT: WWW.RIDERANDMUSICNEWS.COM
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RAISING A HAND TO
RETT SYNDROME
A PHOTOGRAPHIC MUSIC FESTIVAL WITH A CAUSE
Written By: Ken Hoffman
Dave Clements worked in human resources for 35 years at Exxon
Mobil in Houston TX. In his spare time, he was a freelance
photographer, taking photos of performers at the Houston
Livestock Show and Rodeo, the Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pavilion,
Revention Music Center and other local concert venues. He is the
staff photographer at the Dosey Doe in The Woodlands.

“I wanted the photos to be about the historical perspective,
not about glitter. I wanted to present the artists at their rawest
level,” Clements said. Most of the photos were taken at Houston
venues. In some cases, Clements traveled to Cincinnati for Jimmy
Buffett, to San Diego for Lyle Lovett and to Baltimore for Pat
Benatar.

Along the way, Clements met and became buddies with Kevin
Black, one of the singing Black brothers with Clint and Brian.
Kevin shared the heartbreaking story of his first-born child, a
beautiful young girl named Cortney, who developed Rett
syndrome and died in 2003 just after turning 16.

Some performers took more persuading and
sweet-talking than others.“Paul McCartney
has a person who handles all of his charity
requests. I contacted him. He told me that
he would be meeting with Paul in a few days
and he’d get back to me. A few days later, I
got an email: ‘Paul is all in.’ I took the photo
at Paul’s concert at Minute Maid Park. I
was one of only six photographers who were
allowed to shoot photos - on his entire tour,”
Clements said. All of the artists are pictured
front and center, facing forward, raising
their arms - except one: Stevie Nicks. She has her back to the
camera. Her choice.

Rett syndrome is a neurological disorder that usually strikes
young girls when they’re between 6 and 18 months old. These
children stop developing normally. They lose speech, and their
bodies stop growing, in some cases regressing.
They live in silence, in need of 24-hour care. About 1 in 10,000
baby girls will be afflicted with Rett syndrome. Since Cortney’s
death, Kevin Black has worked constantly to bring awareness of
Rett syndrome and raise money to support research toward a
cure. Clements decided right away to get involved.
“I had all these photos. Ironically, my favorite was of Kevin
performing at a fundraiser for flood victims at Minute Maid
Park. While he was singing ‘God Bless the U.S.A,’ he raised his
arm. It was a very moving gesture. I grew up in Virginia,
and when somebody raises their arm in Virginia, it means they
want to help. So that photo of Kevin raising his arm gave
me an idea,” Clements said. He began searching his photo
collection for singers raising their arms. From then on,
whenever he was shooting photos at a concert, he would wait for
performers to raise their arm and capture the moment.
“Other photographers started realizing
what I was doing. They knew, whenever
the performers raised their hands, don’t
mess with me because I was clicking
away as fast as I could,” Clements
said. Ten years and 208 photos later,
Clements and Black have published a
stunning photo book called “Raising a
Hand: A Photographic Music Festival With A Cause,” packed with
powerful, never-before-seen photos of some of the biggest names
in music. The photos are reproduced on heavy stock, glossy paper
in the hardback edition. “Raising a Hand” is available for $35
at www.raisingahand.com. The profits will be donated to Rett
syndrome research.
“Every one of the artists in the book happily gave me permission
to take their photo. They all picked which photo they wanted me
to use. With only a couple of exceptions, the photos were taken
during a concert, and nothing was rehearsed. They all raised their
hands naturally, and they all do it differently,” Clements said.
The photos are black and white and very emotional, especially
one of Don Henley and the late Glenn Frey fist-bumping during
an Eagles concert at Toyota Center.

Clements made sure to include artists
from varied genres. He’s got pop/rock
stars such as Bob Seger (one of Clements’
favorite singers), Jackson Browne, the late
Dan Fogelberg, ZZ Top, Kid Rock, Ringo
Starr and the Jonas Brothers. Country
performers include George Strait, Willie
Nelson, Merle Haggard, Dolly Parton, Clay
Walker, Blake Shelton, Reba McEntire,
Toby Keith and Jerry Jeff Walker.
Oldies artists include the Temptations, the Zombies, Peter
Noone, Percy Sledge, Dionne Warwick, Gary Puckett, the Turtles,
the Association and Chubby Checker.“Jackson Browne was
special, and one of the few who asked me to take the photo at
sound check before the show. This was at the Hippodrome in
Baltimore. After he heard the reason why I was taking his photo,
he said, ‘Wait, let me go shave and change clothes.’ I thought he
would give me a couple of minutes at most, but he was in no rush.
I took photos of him with his guitar and at the piano. He picked a
photo with a guitar,” Clements said.
The book is dominated by stark, moody photos, but it’s also a
fun read. Clements, Black and a team of volunteers wrote a short
bio plus trivia facts for each artist. For example, Checker’s “The
Twist” is the only record to hit No. 1 in two different years: 1960
and 1962.
“Raising a Hand” has been a great hit, You don’t want to miss out
on it. Clements said he has enough photos for volume two which
you can pre-order now and volume three will be available by the
upcoming 100% charity “Foghat” concert in October 2020 at The
Dosey Doe Big Barn in Woodlands TX. Get your tickets now in
advance and reserve your seat for this Awesome Event at
www.doseydoetickets.com and you can also purchase the
Awesome coffee table book at www.RaisingAHand.com.
Revised from Original Article in the Houston Chronicle
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GREAT
DESTINATIONS
Written By Lincoln

Boots & Saddle Saloon & Dancehall
Live music on Fridays and Saturdays and Sundays are a treat with Gary
Wright & the Roadkill Band from 3 to 7pm!

As you are coming into Bandera on Hwy 16 The Boots & Saddle
Saloon & Dancehall will be on your left. Bandera has been
waiting for a place like this for a long time as it is the only full
liquor bar and dancehall in town. The construction inside show
the time & experience put into this fabulously built saloon... A
must see!

On top of all this they give a 15% discount to all active military and
veterans as well as all first responders. Be sure to stop in on your next
trip out to Bandera.

Bama Rogers has an awesome vision
for this place and is well on her way to
achieving this. The main bar is set up
so customers are easily able to mingle,
play pool, play the golf games,watch
games on 6 flat screen TV’s, etc.
Hopefully soon, a shuffleboard table
and outside deck. will be added. The
dancehall is completely nonsmoking
but the main bar area has a great
smoking section.
There is always something going
on here. Besides the 6 flat screen TV’s Pool Tournaments on
Tuesday, They have live music on Wednesdays for Ladies’ night,

2020 INDIAN MOTORCYCLE
SCOUT BOBBER TWENTY
REVIEW
By Adam Waheed

We review Indian’s long and low Scout Bobber Twenty cruiser
It’s hard to believe but Indian Motorcycle is celebrating
the 100th anniversary of one of its originals, the Indian
Scout. For 2020, the modern Scout pays homage to the
original 1920 version with a “Bobber”-specific variation in
the 2020 Indian Scout Bobber Twenty.

Rolling on wire-spoke wheels (versus cast alloys), the
Bobber also gets a nifty floating seat sans passenger
accommodation. It also trades a conventional handlebar
for a mini-ape version (10-inch high) affording a meaner
stance.
It eats blacktop via a 69ci (1,133cc) liquid-cooled V-twin
that puts nearly 85 hp and 64 pound-feet of torque to the
chunky Pirelli MT 60 tire. The engine feels especially
punchy compared to its competition and it sounds just
as tasty as it looks hung inside a meaty alloy frame. But
don’t just take our word for it, go check one out.

Go for a ride on Indian Motorcycle’s 2020 Scout Bobber Twenty.
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Football

DALLAS COWBOYS
Week Date

At/Home

Opponent

Kickoff Time * Winner

1

Sun, Sep 8

Home

NY Giants

4:25 PM

Cowboys

2

Sun, Sep 15

at

Washington Redskins

1:00 PM

Cowboys

3

Sun, Sep 22

Home

Miami Dolphins

1:00 PM

Cowboys

4

Sun, Sep 29

at

New Orleans Saints

8:20 PM

Saints

5

Sun, Oct 6

Home

Green Bay Packers

4:25 PM

Packers

6

Sun, Oct 13

at

NY Jets

4:25 PM

Jets

7

Sun, Oct 20

Home

Philadelphia Eagles

8:20 PM

Cowboys

8

Mon, Nov 4

at

NY Giants

8:15 PM

Cowboys

9

Sun, Nov 10

Home

Minnesota Vikings

8:20 PM

Vikings

10

Sun, Nov 17

at

Detroit Lions

1:00 PM

TBD

11

Sun, Nov 24

at

New England Patriots

4:25 PM

TBD

12

Thu, Nov 28

Home

Buffalo Bills

4:30 PM

TBD

13

Thu, Dec 5

at

Chicago Bears

8:20 PM

TBD

14

Sun, Dec 15

Home

L.A. Rams

4:25 PM

TBD

15

Sun, Dec 22

at

Philadelphia Eagles

4:25 PM

TBD

16

Sun, Dec 29

Washington Redskins

1:00 PM

TBD

Home

* All times Eastern

HOUSTON TEXANS
Week Date

At/Home

Opponent

Kickoff Time * Winner

1

Mon, Sep 9

at

New Orleans Saints

7:10 PM

Saints

2

Sun, Sep 15

Home

Jacksonville Jaguars

1:00 PM

Texans

3

Sun, Sep 22

at

L.A. Chargers

4:25 PM

Texans

4

Sun, Sep 29

Home

Carolina Panthers

1:00 PM

Panthers

5

Sun, Oct 6

Home

Atlanta Falcons

1:00 PM

Texans

6

Sun, Oct 13

at

Kansas City Chiefs

1:00 PM

Texans

7

Sun, Oct 20

at

Indianapolis Colts

1:00 PM

Colts

8

Sun, Oct 27

Home

Oakland Raiders

1:00 PM

Texans

9

Sun, Nov 3

at

Jacksonville Jaguars

9:30 AM

Texans

10

Sun, Nov 17

at

Baltimore Ravens

1:00 PM

TBD

11

Thu, Nov 21

Home

Indianapolis Colts

8:20 PM

TBD

12

Sun, Dec 1

Home

New England Patriots

8:20 PM

TBD

13

Sun, Dec 8

Home

Denver Broncos

1:00 PM

TBD

14

Sun, Dec 15

at

Tennessee Titans

1:00 PM

TBD

15

Sun, Dec 22

at

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

TBA

TBD

16

Sun, Dec 29

Home

Tennessee Titans

1:00 PM

TBD

* All times Eastern
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BIGGER, STRONGER, FASTER
SINCE 1995
JOHN T.
“JET” PEEK
Tel: 713-681-2848
Fax: 713-681-5627

Houston Area
Business and Events

4930 Dacoma St. Suite A
Houston, TX 77092

THE FINEST “REAL” NY PIZZA
163 Cypresswood Dr
Spring, Texas
Call ahead for Take Out or Dine In
281-288-1300

brotherspizzaspring.com

The 6TH Annual 12 Bars of Charity is BACK! The event is a friendly
competition between (8) local charities. The charities are split up into
“teams” and all assigned a “team color”. Participants will pick the charity
they want to support and receive...
- A Charity TEAM Color Long Sleeve shirt
- $15 donation to the charity of your choice
- FREE Shuttle Rides to take you to All the Bars
- Drink Specials at All the Bars
- Free Admission at All the Bars
Finally, a charity event where you don’t have to break the bank, attend an
expensive dinner or best of all run 5 miles. So, round up a group of friends,
pick a charity to support and get signed up for the 12 Bars of Charity! More
info “12 Bars of Charity on Facebook or www.12barsofcharity.com

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2019 AT 2 PM – 6 PM
HOUSTON TEXAS,
THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE MIDTOWN AREA!

Your Ad Goes Here

Email us at, RiderandMusicNews@gmail.com

or Call Today 210-216-9953

2 Locations
25907 Interstate 45 | Spring, TX 77380
(281) 363-2103 | allpawn.com

PARTICIPATING CHARITIES TEAMS
• Alzheimer’s Association
• Autism Speaks
• Big Brothers Big Sisters
• Boys and Girls Club
• Down Syndrome Association
• Houston SPCA
• Leukemia Lymphoma Society
• Young Houstonians for Houston Children’s Charity

Largest Selection of Firearms in
Montgomery County

811 W. Montgomery | Willis, TX 77378
(936) 890-7296 | katsguitars.com

Business Hours

Monday - Friday: 9AM - 6:30P | Saturday: 9AM - 5:30PM | Sunday: Closed
The Longest Running
Female Fronted Rock Band
in Texas Featuring
“Kat James”

Checkout our Original
Song“Waco” on
Booking Info Contact:
Kat: 281-723-4410
Mel: 832-567-6349

We are a Full Line Music Store serving The
Woodlands, Spring, Conroe, and Willis,
Texas. Stocked with hundreds of instruments,
pickups, pedals and parts ready to go.
As home of some of the best musicians in
Houston, Kat’s offers a wide range of
in-house lessons. With long time experienced
technicians that have played in the Houston
music scene for years.
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CHRISTMAS
TRIVIA ANSWERS
Compiled By: Lincoln
1. Who played Buddy the Elf in the 2003 blockbuster?
A. Will Ferrell

12. Where is the actual “Christmas Island” located?
A. Near Australia

2. What city did Miracle on 34th St take place?
A. New York City

13. There are 365 days in a year, What day is Christmas on?
A. 359

3. Name the little girl who befriends the Grinch?
A. Cindy Lou Who

14. What is traditionally hidden in a Christmas pudding?
A. A coin

4. What is Scrooge’s first name?
A. Ebenezer

15. Who wrote “A Christmas Carol”?
A. Charles Dickens

5. Name the 8 reindeer.
A. Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner, Blitzen

16. What year was the Daisy Red Ryder BB Gun introduced?
A. 1940

6. In Charles Dickens novel “A Christmas Carol”, What was the
name of Scrooge’s dead business partner?
A. Jacob Marley

17. What were Frosty’s last words?
A. “I’ll be back again some day”

7. Who wrote Auld Lang Syne?
A. Robert Burns
8. Who wrote “How the Grinch stole Christmas”?
A. Dr Seuss
9. What is the french word for Christmas?
A. Noel
10. What city did Kevin get lost in, in Home Alone 2?
A. New York
11. What is the chemical formula of snow?
A. H20 (with the reduced 2)

18. December 24th, 1814 ended what war?
A. The war of 1812
19. What river did General Washington cross on December 25th,
1776?
A. The Delaware River
20. What president banned the Christmas tree from the White
House?
A. Teddy Roosevelt - For environmental purposes
21. The Grinch is cuddly as a _____________?
A. Cactus
22. What do elves learn in school?
A. The “Elf-abet”

EXPERIENCED SALES PERSONS
WANTED

LOOKING FOR HIGHLY ENERGETIC
MOTORCYCLE & MUSIC ENTHUSIASTS
Supplement your income by selling
advertising in

We are seeking motivated full and PT sales people. Must have great phone presence, be people oriented and
motorcycle savvy, and able to travel locally to secure advertising contacts. High full commission based on performance.
Work is flexible and fun. Work from home, on the road and at events.

Send a casual cover letter to riderandmusicnews@gmail.com
or call 210-216-9953, leave message

Caliente Harley-Davidson® is your one
stop shop for all your riding needs!
7230 NORTHWEST LOOP 410
(CULEBRA & 410)
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78245
(210) 681-2254
WWW.CALIENTEHARLEY.COM

